Making for the Greater Good:
Educators Guide to Gulf Coast MakerCon
Our Goal
The goal of Gulf Coast MakerCon is to help people of all ages become empowered creators of
their future and ours, to feel capable of creating, repairing, inventing, adapting, handling, trying
and becoming active and engaged producers instead of passive consumers . To that end we
hope that both youth and adults will take the opportunity of Gulf Coast MakerCon to:
• Meet and interact will all our Makers, who are sharing their unique passions and projects.
• Explore the wide variety of exhibits and presentations that will be available throughout the
weekend.
• Experience a live performance or demonstration.
• Engage in a hands-on project or activity that you can take home.
• Collaborate on a project or share experiences with people of all ages.
• Learn about the power of the Maker community.
• Be inspired, as a student or member of the public, to try at least one new idea at home or at
school.
• Be inspired, as a teacher, to bring at least one new idea for active making into the classroom.
• Get a sense of the wonder and value of following your passion!
• Inspire Curiosity in the world around you!
To that end, we’ve got some student activities handouts you can use during your visit, as well as
a directory of educational and general information resources.
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About the Maker Movement
The “maker” movement is simply the DIY creative spirit reignited for the 21st century. It’s a
return to self-sufficiency, self-reliance and creativity, providing engaging and hands-on
opportunities to inspire, educate, and entertain curious and creative learners of all ages. It
celebrates arts, crafts, engineering, food, green design, music, science and technology and
brings together communities who embrace the DIY (do-it-yourself) spirit. There are lots of ways
to “make” education happen in this very active learning experience.

Bringing your Students to Gulf Coast MakerCon
Students can enjoy extended visits with Makers, hands on “Make & Take” activities and a full
day of interactive fun and learning. The handouts, “MeetAMaker” , and “MakeUpYourMind”,
are also available for teachers and students who would like to make a project of some of the
educational opportunities the Faire provides.

Showcase Student Work
If you are interested in exhibiting your students’ work as Makers (or in sharing your very own
Maker-ish classroom projects), please consider being part of our Maker Schools Showcase.
Consider holding a Maker Festival at your school to exhibit student work in a variety of
disciplines as wide as we welcome at Gulf Coast MakerCon.

Set Up a Makerspace
A makerspace is a place where young people have an opportunity to explore their own
interests, learn to use tools and materials, and develop creative projects. See makerspace.com
for more info.

Start a Young Makers Club
The Young Makers program is a collaboration between MAKE, The Exploratorium, and Pixar.
The purpose of the program is to inspire and develop the next generation of makers, creators,
and innovators. New clubs can form year round — and any and all efforts to get kids Making no
matter where you make with kids is an opportunity for learning by doing! See youngmakers.org
for more info. And of course, you can also just create your own DIY Club for Kids!

The Value of the Maker Experience
We hope to bring the Maker Movement to education in a few specific ways:




Creating the context that develops the Maker Mindset, a growth mindset that
encourages us to have the confidence that we can learn to do anything.
Building a new body of practice in teaching making—and a corps of practitioners to
follow it.
Designing and developing Makerspaces in a variety of community contexts, in order to
serve a diverse group of learners who may not share the access to the same resources.
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Identifying, developing and sharing a broad framework of projects and kits based on a
wide range of tools and materials that connect to student interests in and out of school.
Designing and hosting online social platforms for collaboration among students,
teachers, and the community.
Developing programs especially for young people that allow them to take a leading role
in creating more Makers.
Creating the community context for the exhibition and curation of student work in
relationship with all makers, and ensuring that new opportunities are created for more
people to participate.
Allowing individuals and groups to build a record of participation in the Maker
community, which can be useful for academic and career advancement as well as
advance a student’s sense of personal development.
Developing educational contexts that link the practice of making to formal concepts and
theory, to support discovery and exploration while introducing new tools for advanced
design and new ways of thinking about making. (Practically, this means developing
guides for teachers, mentors and other leaders.)
Fostering in each student the full capacity, creativity and confidence to become agents
of change in their personal lives and in their community.

Impact Areas




Inspiration : inviting students to participate in the creative economy and to direct their
own future
Innovation : serving as a catalyst for grassroots invention
Education : building a connection between the community and learners
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Meet a Maker: Project Notebook
Pick a Maker project that you really like. Check it out! Talk to the Maker about it, and then make notes
in this page of your Invention Notebook so that you might be able to make something like it yourself
someday. Consider sketching your own ideas inspired by this Maker on the other side of this sheet!

Name of Maker : ______________________________________________________________
Name of project: ______________________________________________________________
What does it do?

How does it work?

How was it made?

What materials are needed?

Sketch your own ideas!
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Make Up Your Mind: Project Brainstorm
Step 1. Fill in the first two columns of the grid below. You can work with a partner to fill in the first
column, but make the middle column your own personal favorites! It’s OK to be silly.
15 things the world needs or big
problems to solve (in the next
100 years or so)

15 things I like to make, do, or
buy

15 themes of Gulf Coast
MakerCon

example: places for a billion
people to live

example: chocolate

Electronic music
Alternative energy
Art
Robotics
Electronics
Musical Instruments
Crafts
Vehicles
Games
Prototyping
Physics
Mechanics
Trades
Costuming
Programming

Step 2. Pick five combinations that include one item from the first column, one from the second column,
and one from the third column. (They don’t have to be in the same row, though!) Is there a Maker
project you could create that puts the three things into one? In our example, you could put together
“places for billions to live”, “chocolate” and “electronic music” by composing The Chocolate Factory
Where I Live: A Sonata for Synthesizers. Or maybe a commercial jingle about houses made out of cacao
tree bark. Let your imagination soar. The crazier the idea, the better the Maker project of the future!
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Power of Repair
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From http://www.weareteachers.com
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Maker Education Resources
CodeSpells – http://codespells.blogspot.com
DIY.org – Skill based learning
Instructables – http://www.instructables.com
Maker Education Intiative - makered.org
Maker Kids - http://www.maker-kid.com
Maker Space in the Classroom: http://makezine.com/2014/01/10/makerspace-in-theclassroom/
The Maker Movement: The Case for DIY Science in the Classroom (Nature.com) http://bit.ly/1i1ZdI1
Tinkering Fundamentals: Integrating Making Activities into Your STEM Classroom https://www.coursera.org/course/tinkering
Tinkering School - tinkeringschool.com
Association for Experiential Learning - www.aee.org

Find more creative educational resources at GulfCoastMakers.com
& http://eurekafactory.net/resources
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